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BMW is back
A returning program will work to retain 
black men at Western  page 7
The heat is onFinancial fix
The House voted to put Western 




A computer security program will 
be expanded to the rest of campus 














Two academic schools are getting 
living and learning communities in 
the dorms.
By Ka t i e Br a n d e n B u r g
Herald reporter
You can sue a restaurant for 
a cool million if a cup of hot 
coffee burns your tongue.
The same thing might not 
be true if you get scalded by a 
cup of joe that you bought on 
Western’s campus.
But the inter-
pretation of that 









and the other is pending in the 
Kentucky Supreme Court.
They challenge Western’s 
right to claim governmental 
immunity for functions not 
necessary for education.
State universities are gov-
ernmental institutions and 
are immune from many large 
claims of negligence filed in 
civil court. 
Most claims against Western 
instead go through the Kentucky 
Board of Claims, where lim-
its on awards keep large law-
suits in check, General Counsel 
Deborah Wilkins said.
Patrick Ledbetter filed suit 
after an accident on an eleva-
tor in Cherry Hall in August 









W e s t e r n 
should be tried 
in civil court 
because maintaining elevators 
is not part of its main purpose 
of educating students. Western 
filed a motion to dismiss the 
case in September 2006.
Hughes said courts usu-
ally decide issues of govern-
mental immunity based on the 
Kentucky Supreme Court case 
of Yanero v. Davis in 2001. 
The case established that 
governmental agencies, such as 
universities, only have immu-
nity if the action they are being 
sued for is an essential part of 
the agency’s purpose, Hughes 
said.
It is harder now than it has 
been in the past to get around 
the governmental immunity for 
universities, Hughes said.
Ledbetter’s claim against 
Western was struck down by the 
Warren County Circuit Court 
in October 2006. The claim 
he filed simultaneously against 
ABC Elevator Company Inc. 
still stands.
The Kentucky Supreme 
Court heard arguments in a 
wrongful death suit for Melissa 
“Katie” Autry in January.
Autry was raped, sod-
omized and set on fire in 
her Poland Hall dorm room 
May 4, 2003, after returning 
from a party at the Pi Kappa 
Alpha fraternity house. 
She died from third-degree 
burns May 7 at Vanderbilt 
University Medical Center 
in Nashville.
Ben Crocker, attorney for 
the Autry estate, argued that 
Western shouldn’t be covered 
Immunity challenged 
in liability cases
Law interpretation continues to change
Students empower others 
through ‘Monologues’
By Su S i e La u n
Herald reporter
 When degrading words 
about vaginas are said in every-
day conversation, they can make 
people nervous. Uncomfortable. 
Awkward.
These are words that can 
make women feel like their 
vagina is not a part of them, 
Women’s Studies Instructor 
Molly Kerby said.
Most of the time women 
are trained not to talk about 
their vaginas in front of 
other people, especially men, 
Kerby said.
But at last night’s production 
of “The Vagina Monologues,” 
the audience heard the sto-
ries of countless women who 
might have started conversa-
tions awkwardly, but opened 
up about their lives and their 
vaginas.
Kerby said she thinks it’s 
becoming more acceptable to say 
genital names in public. But, at the 
same time, domestic violence and 
rape have increased every year.
Proceeds go to Hope Harbor and BRASS 
By Mi c h a e L ha L L
Herald reporter
Sharp throngs of seething pain shot through my left 
and right shins as I made my way up the Hill.  
My brain, ignoring my buckling knees, my raspy pant-
ing and my swollen feet, seemed to give testament to the 
sensation I had felt on my earlier trek, crying out in torment, 
“Keep it up, keep it up! Just a little more to go!”
Then, finally, success. Day one of the walking experi-
ment was over.
In a recent article published by MSNBC, “Do sprawl-
ing suburbs make us fat?”, it was asked whether a lack of 
walking was responsible for American obesity. 
I decided to test some of the benefits of walking on 
myself. People in many other cultures in the world walk 
most places. Even in Manhattan, N.Y., more than 75 
percent of the residents do not have cars, according to 
the latest U.S. Census.
In the experiment, I walked everywhere the first day, 
drove the second and went about my normal routine the 
third. The results of the trial defied my expectations.
Day One
 I shunned my car, going about my normal routine from 
Pearce-Ford Tower. I did nothing out of the ordinary for 
much of the afternoon, but I did manage a very long trek 
from the top of the Hill to the Goodwill store on the 31-W 
Bypass to pick out a costume for a theme party. 
S e e  T r e k k i n g ,  p a g e  6
CHERRY HALL THOMPSON COMPLEX THE VALLEY PEARCE-FORD TOWER
CREASON 













• Park your car farther away 
from buildings and walk the extra 
distance.
• Take a few extra laps around the 
mall when shopping.
• Stand up and walk around when 
talking on the phone.
• Get off the shuttle before your 
stop and walk the rest of the way.
• Take the stairs instead of the 
elevator.
• When walking, speed up your 
pace to burn more calories.
Source: Centers for Disease Control, American Heart 
Association
WAYS TO WALK MORE
Photos by Daniel Houghton/Herald





CREASON LOT to THE VALLEY
0.636 miles
MINTON HALL to CHERRY HALL
0.261 miles




S e e  L i a b i L i T y ,  p a g e  8
Western receives     
20 to 30 claims a 
year, and they’re    
usually minor,   
General Counsel 
Deborah Wilkins said.
S e e  M o n o L o g u e S ,  p a g e  7
Courtney Hergesheimer/Herald 
Emily Gillespie, a junior from Roanoke, Va., speaks in Mass Media and Technology Hall on 
Wednesday night during “The Vagina Monologues.” Gillespie read two monologues.
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uEating disorders screening, 11 a.m. 
today, Downing University Center and 
Garrett Center lobbies
uMammoth Cave/Warren County 
Conservation Forestry Seminar, 6:30 
p.m. today, Agricultural Exposition 
Center
uMusical: “Street Scene,” 8 p.m. 
today, tomorrow and Saturday, and 3 
p.m. Sunday, Russell Miller Theater
uSigili: Dark Keetoowah Cherokee 
Tales, 7:30 p.m. today, Mass Media 
and Technology Hall
uGameathon 2.0, 9 a.m. Saturday, 
Mass Media and Technology Hall
Fill in the grid so that every row, every column
and every 3x3 box contains the digits 
1 through 9 with no repeats.





uJoshua A. Smith, Pearce-Ford 
Tower, reported assault in the fourth 
degree in PFT’s lobby on Feb. 26 
when he was checking IDs at the 
front desk and a person who entered 
the building caused an altercation.
uPolice responded to a fire alarm 
on the fourth floor of Keen Hall on 
Feb. 27. Someone had set fire to a 
poster hung on the wall in front of 
the elevators. Upon arrival, the poster 
was on the ground and no longer 
burning. No damage was done to 
university property, but the incident 
was ruled arson in the fourth degree.
Arrests
uJulie J. Scott, Morgantown, 
was arrested on charges of care-
less driving, possession of an open 
container of alcohol in a vehicle 
and driving under the influence on 
Chestnut Street on Feb. 25. She 
was released from Warren County 
Regional Jail the same day on a 
$750 cash bond.
uMaxwell G. Schott, Nashville 
Road, was arrested on charges of 
an expired registration plate, pos-
session of marijuana, driving under 
the influence, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and operating on a 
suspended license in Diddle lot on 
Feb. 24. He was released from 
Warren County jail on the same day 
on a $750 cash bond.
uBrandy D. West, Nutwood 
Street, was arrested on charges of 
speeding and driving under the 
influence on Normal Drive and 
University Boulevard on Feb. 24. 
She was released from Warren 
County jail the same day on a 
$715.85 cash bond.
uPhilip K. Lucas, Floyd’s 
Knob, Ind., was arrested on charges 
of failure to illuminate headlights 
and driving under the influence in 
the Gables parking lot on Creason 
Street on Feb. 25. He was released 
from Warren County jail the same 
day on a $250 cash bond and a 
$690.20 unsecured bond.
uBrittany D. Highland, 
Knoxville, Tenn., was arrested on 
charges of speeding and driving 
under the influence on University 
Boulevard and Normal Drive on 
Feb. 25. She was released from 
Warren County jail the same day on 
a $750 cash bond.
B e y o n d  t h e  H i l lthousand wordsa
Correctiont
Due to a Herald error, the 
hometown of Dishal Solanki 
was incorrectly identified in the 
People Poll on page 4 of the 
Feb. 27 issue.
Solanki is from Ahmedabad, 
India.
Due to a Herald error, the 
hometown of Dan Talley was 
incorrectly identified in a cap-
tion on the sports front of the 
Feb. 22 issue.
Talley is from Princeton, Ky.
The Herald regrets the errors.
The College Heights Herald 
corrects all confirmed errors 
that are brought to reporters’ 
or editors’ attention. Please 
call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to 
report a correction, or e-mail us 
at herald@wkuherald.com.
Trying to find a job as a mechanic in the Chicago area had been difficult for James Bond, who has been tinkering with cars since he performed his first oil change at the age of 8. 
While he was on vacation visiting his parents in Bowling Green, 
they encouraged him to apply for a job at the local Tech Tune. Within 
a day or two of filling out the application, Bond had a new job and a 
new place to live. In Indiana, about 30 miles outside of Chicago, he had 
lived on his own for 12 years; he had a career and an established life.
 Now he has a room in his parents’ house, and most of his belong-
ings are in storage.  
“I love my parents, but I love them more when I have a buffer zone,” 
Bond said. Bond has been saving to get his own place and said he hopes 
to move out within the next three months.
Sarah Dudik is a junior photojournalism major from Washington, Pa. 
Reach her at sarah.dudik@wku.edu.
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Bud and Bud Light
Beyond the Hill
Child abuse case proceeds
By Ch r i s t i n a al l e n
Herald reporter
A Western student and her 
boyfriend have both been charged 
with being mentally ill and dan-
gerous to themselves and others 
after being arrested last month on 
child abuse charges.
The people accused, Bowling 
Green sophomore Dreva 
A. Kirkwood and Leroy J. 
Sturdivant, will undergo men-
tal evaluations as a result of the 
charges, according to the Warren 
County Regional Jail.
Kirkwood was arrested on 
Feb. 12 on charges of criminal 
abuse in the second degree, and 
Sturdivant was arrested the same 
day on charges of assault in the 
first degree, the Herald previ-
ously reported.
Kirkwood and Sturdivant were 
being held in Warren County jail 
as of Wednesday. Each are on a 
$1 million cash bond.
They were arrested after bring-
ing Kirkwood’s 3-year-old son to 
The Medical Center, where offi-
cials found severe bruises all over 
his body, cracked ribs in various 
stages of healing and belt marks, 
according to police reports.
He wasn’t breathing, and phy-
sicians couldn’t find a heartbeat, 
according to the reports.
The child was life-flighted and 
admitted to Vanderbilt Hospital 
in serious condition, the Herald 
previously reported.
Warren County jail can’t 
release the results of Sturdivant and 
Kirkwood’s evaluations because 
they’re not allowed to discuss 
inmates’ medical information.
When jail inmates are charged 
with being mentally ill and dan-
gerous to themselves and oth-
ers, a therapist from LifeSkills 
administers mental evaluations, 
according to the jail. LifeSkills 
is a local, nonprofit organization 
that gives mental evaluations.
The therapist gives a report 
of the evaluation results to a 
judge, who decides whether 
the inmates need to be admit-
ted to a mental hospital.
Jerry Corbitt, public infor-
mation officer for the Bowling 
Green Police Department, said 
Wednesday that he hasn’t received 
new information on the child’s con-
dition. The hospital can’t release 
the child’s official condition.
If the child dies, the couple 
could face charges of anywhere 
from manslaughter to murder, he 
previously said.
Sturdivant admitted to causing 
the bruises and said Kirkwood 
knew about his actions, the 
report states.
Sturdivant also said in the 
reports that Kirkwood would 
leave her children alone in her 
apartment while he drove her to 
and from her classes at Western.
Child Protective Services 





House votes to bring 
back vetoed projects
By Ka t i e Br a n d e n B u r g
Herald reporter
The Kentucky House of 
Representatives voted to rein-
state Western’s vetoed projects 
Wednesday.
The bill would put projects 
from across the state back into 
the budget after Gov. Ernie 
Fletcher vetoed them last year.
The bill passed the House 
with a 94-5 vote.
President Gary Ransdell 
said the projects are critical for 
Western, and he’s confident the 
bill will pass.
It must go to the Senate for a 
vote and the governor for approval.
Three of Western’s projects 
in the bill would be funded by 
state money, and four projects 
would let Western use bonds to 
complete projects, said Robbin 
Taylor, assistant to the president 
for governmental relations.
State-funded projects include 
$9 million to renovate Science 
and Technology Hall, $4.5 mil-
lion to build a materials charac-
terization center and $5.8 million 
to plan and design a replacement 
building for Grise Hall.
The bonded projects are $10 mil-
lion to expand the Preston Center, 
$16 million to renovate Van Meter 
Hall, $4 million to improve north 
campus parking and $8 million to 
renovate the fine arts center.
The bill would also reinstate 
more than $14 million to build 
an advanced technology center 
at Owensboro Community and 
Technical College.
Rep. Jim DeCesare, R-
Bowling Green, voted against 
the bill because he wanted to 
ask a question about the bill, but 
he wasn’t acknowledged.
He said he wanted to ask 
whether the bill included only 
the projects vetoed from the 
legislature’s original version of 
the budget. If so, he would have 
voted for the bill.
Rep. Johnny Bell, D-
Glasgow, said university proj-
ects in the bill are important. 
Bell co-sponsored the bill.
He said most of the proj-
ects for schools didn’t require 
new money from the state, but 
allowed them to use bonds to 




ABC Elevator denies 
fault, responds to 
student’s lawsuit
By Ka t i e Br a n d e n B u r g
Herald reporter
The defendant in a civil 
case involving a Western 
student answered his com-
plaint last week, six months 
after the suit was originally 
filed in Warren County cir-
cuit court.
ABC Elevator company has 
denied fault for Bowling Green 
junior Patrick Ledbetter’s fall 
from a Cherry Hall elevator on 
Aug. 29, 2005.
The elevator opened 
while it was one or two feet 
above the floor, and momen-
tum caused Ledbetter to fall 
when he rolled forward in his 
wheelchair, according to the 
original complaint.
He filed the suit against 
Western and the ABC Elevator 
company on Aug. 25, 2006.
ABC Elevator company 
filed an answer to Ledbetter’s 
complaint on Feb. 22.
The company was served 
with the complaint on Dec. 
6. The office of the Secretary 
of State had been attempting 
to serve the company with 
the complaint since Aug. 31, 
2006.
J. Denis Ogburn, the attor-
ney for ABC, said a partner 
for the company had died, 
and the papers had been mis-
directed.
The case is in the dis-
covery phase because the 
company just learned of the 
accident a few months ago, 
Ogburn said.
In the answer to the com-
plaint, the company denies 
that it failed to properly 
maintain the Cherry Hall 
elevator, that it was in 
breach of any warranty on 
the elevator and that their 
actions were the cause of 
Ledbetter’s injuries.
Injuries might be 
Ledbetter’s fault, or the fault 
of others who ABC had no 
control over, the company’s 
response states.
Ogburn wouldn’t com-
ment on the specifics of the 
case because it is in active 
litigation.
Rick Hughes, Ledbetter’s 
attorney, said they’ll attempt 
mediation before going to 
trial.
“It’s cost effective,” 
Hughes said. “If we can’t, 
we’ll go ahead and try the 
case.”
Western was dropped from 
the civil suit because of gov-
ernmental immunity on Oct. 
2, 2006, the Herald previ-
ously reported.
Western claimed govern-
mental immunity in the case 
because it is an agent of the 
state, the Herald previously 
reported.
Suits against state agen-
cies must go through the 
Board of Claims, said 
Western’s General Counsel 
Deborah Wilkins.
Ledbetter also filed a suit 
in the Board of Claims against 
Western, Wilkins said.
Hughes said he filed the 
complaint with the court and 
the Board of Claims because it 
was the most prudent decision.
“The problem with the 
Board of Claims is that you 
don’t get all of your dam-
ages,” he said.
The case against Western 
was set to be heard in Warren 
County circuit court on March 
27, Hughes said. It has been 
postponed so he can take a 




There are some things we as students 
never expect to see in a classroom. Things 
that are not a natural fit in that environment. 
I thought one of those things was a firearm of 
any kind. But, apparently I was wrong.
I was in a sociology class not long ago 
and noticed that an off-duty Bowling Green 
police officer was in the room. He was in his 
full uniform, including his utility belt, gun 
in holster.
Just thinking about it now, I am still in 
shock. A gun in a classroom! This is by far 
the dumbest thing I have seen as a Western 
student. There is no excuse for this. I do not 
care that he is an officer.
I was discussing this with some of my 
classmates and I am convinced that there is 
no logical reasoning for this officer to have 
his gun.
First of all, lets say he doesn’t get out of 
class until 30 minutes before he is supposed 
to be at work. I don’t care. If he can’t find a 
place to lock his gun up until he is on duty, 
then he should reschedule his classes so that 
he gives himself more time.
Someone even argued that if something 
happened he could provide protection. Well, 
what if it happened to him? Now there is a 
gun in the room and anyone has access to it. 
If it were someone with a knife, then now the 
situation has become much more dangerous. 
God forbid it was a person with another gun, 
because now that person has more ammo.
This is a school. Have we all forgotten 
about what happens with guns in classrooms? 
I cannot think of one good thing that has hap-
pened with a gun in that environment, but a 
number of tragedies do come to mind.
The least of my concerns about this is that 
a gun in a classroom does not create the type 
of relaxed atmosphere that students desire in 
the classroom. There is no way that a gun 
will ever comfort me while I am trying to 
learn about Karl Marx’s views on society.
And I am not even opposed to people 
owning guns. For all I care, an individual 
could own a fully automatic assault rifle and 
be using it for spotlighting herds of deer. As 
long as you keep it away from me in public 
settings, then fine.
This officer was obviously off duty at the 
time and did not have to be fully equipped. 
If he cannot arrange his work and school 
schedules in a more conducive way, then he 
should drop a class.
From what I understand, it’s the law, not 
Western’s policy, that says it’s OK for an 
off-duty officer to carry his weapon if he 
chooses to do so. I understand the law, and I 
still disagree.
Our university buildings are supposed to 
be firearm-free. That rule should not change 
just because a person has a badge on their 
chest, unless they are there on official police 
business.
This was an idiotic sight to behold, and 
I never thought this was something I would 
ever have to write about. There was no 
excuse for this individual to be in posses-
sion of that firearm at that time. I do not care 
about any issues in this individual’s personal 
life that might have made it a hindrance for 
him to have not brought his gun. Billy club, 
fine; pepper spray, fine; handcuffs, fine; but 
a firearm, no.
If I see this again I will have to address it 
with the department head. I pay my tuition 
to come to school here, and at the very least 
I should have the guarantee of a safe and 
relaxed study environment.
Simply put, under no circumstances 
should I ever see a gun in a classroom. Leave 
it behind. I do not care what you do with it, 
but do not bring it into a room full of people 
who are concentrated on achieving higher 
learning.
Brandon Wilson is a senior news/edito-
rial journalism major from Nashville.
The opinions expressed in this commen-
tary do not reflect the opinions of the Herald 
or the university.






















































Bowling Green, Ky.  42101
SUBMISSIONS POLICY
The Herald encourages readers to write letters and commentaries on topics of 
public interest.  Here are a few guidelines:
 1. Letters should not exceed 250 words, and commentaries should be 500-600 words.
 2. Originality counts.  There’s no grade at stake here.  Please don’t submit plagiarized work.
 3. For verification, letters and commentaries must include your name, phone number, home     
     town  and classification or title.  YOUR WORK WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION   
     IF YOU FAIL TO PROVIDE THIS INFORMATION.
 4. If you choose to e-mail your letter or commentary, please do not send it as an e-mail 
     attachment.  We use Macintosh computers.
 5. Letters may not run in every edition due to space constraints.
 6. The Herald reserves the right to edit all letters for style, grammar, length and clarity.  The   
     Herald DOES NOT PRINT LIBELOUS LETTERS OR COMMENTARIES.
DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reflect 
those of Western’s administration or of its employees.
EDITORIAL
Don’t hesitate to report harassment
The Issue: An administrator retired amid sexual harassment allegations from a student.
Our view: Students, staff and faculty should report such problems as a way to protect themselves and others.
Guns have no place in classrooms
      by Brandon Wilson
COMMENTARYHerald online poll results
How are you going to follow
this weekend’s Sun Belt Tournament?
To participate, go to www.wkuherald.com. You also can 
voice your opinion on the Herald message boards and 











* results as of yesterday afternoon
Watch 
it all on 
TV
Actually 








News Editor Amber Coulter: 
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion Editor William Ploch:
herald@wkuherald.com
Contact:
 College Heights Herald • Western Kentucky University • Thursday, March 1, 2007 • Page 4
“Congress shall make no law … 
abridging the freedom of speech, 
or of the press …”
— First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
The Creed
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These are the Herald’s views on the good, 





Let’s hear it for the Western students in Big 
Brothers Big Sisters, who make up most of the 
volunteers in the program. There’s no better 
way of giving back than by giving to kids.
A big thanks for the students and faculty whose 
research and hard work are making the new arbo-
retum a success. Other universities are no doubt 
green with envy.
A round of applause to Body Image Week, for 
letting everyone feel good about themselves, no 
matter their size or shape.
A despondent sigh for the coming two weeks 
before spring break, which will seem so pain-
fully long. We’re already suffering daydreams of 






Students, staff and faculty at Western recently learned that a student filed a report stating that Luther Hughes, the former associate 
vice president for enrollment management, had 
sexually harassed her. Hughes announced his 
retirement on Jan. 29, six days after the student 
was first interviewed about the matter by the Office 
of Equal Opportunity/504/
ADA Compliance.
Details are still being 
investigated, and it would 
be wrong to leap to any 
conclusions about what 
happened. But this incident 
illustrates why it’s impor-
tant for a student, staff 
member or faculty member 
to come forward if they 
think they are being sexu-
ally harassed.
According to a 2006 
report by the American 
Association of University Women, nearly two-
thirds of students experience sexual harassment at 
some point during college, including nearly one-
third of first-year students.
No one employed at any institution should 
have to work in an uncomfortable atmosphere. In 
particular, no one should have to feel intimidated 
or maligned by someone in a higher position who 
behaves inappropriately or demands favors.
This is why it’s important for students to be 
well informed on sexual harassment and its conse-
quences. Reporting these incidents can be difficult 
and sometimes embarrassing, but taking action to 
stop them can make people aware of behavior that 
is damaging to a healthy social setting.
Reporting harassment forces the university to 
examine the situation and do what is necessary.
It wouldn’t hurt the university to take a second 
look at how it enforces and educates people about 
its harassment policy. Many students know about 
harassment only from poorly produced videos that 
are required viewing at places of employment. 
Some might not be aware of the consequences.
An online sexual harassment quiz created 
for Western employees and first implemented 
in November seemed to exist mostly to make 
the university less liable in 
possible lawsuits — that is, 
so tangible evidence would 
show that employees knew 
the policy. It’s unclear how 
many employees were well 
educated by the quiz.
Taking a proactive 
role in educating employ-
ees about the matter is 
Western’s responsibility. 
No computer screen can 
substitute for a person-to-
person explanation of what 
is and isn’t considered 
acceptable. When such reports are made, those 
following the issue need a strong understanding of 
the process involved.
When someone experiences or witnesses some-
thing that may involve sexual harassment, they 
cannot just stand back and act like it will go away. 
Whatever the outcome, such incidents must be 
reported so the problem can be investigated and 
others can be aware. 
 
This editorial represents the majority view of 
the Herald’s 10-member board of student editors.
11
3
Go online to our editor’s 
blog to learn how we 
covered the story.
www.wkuherald.com
Who to call to report sexual 
harassment at Western:
u Huda Melky, Equal Opportunity/ 
504/ADA Compliance Director,
(270) 745-5121
u Tony Glisson, Director of Human 
Resources, (270) 745-5360
u Howard Bailey, Associate Vice 
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WKU SUMMER SESSIONS
      What a BRIGHT idea!
Priority Registration Begins 
March 19th
Courses are available on main campus, 
online and at the three WKU Regional Campuses
Complete course listings are
available on TopNet
Multiple sessions with flexible 
meeting times and locations
to work with your busy schedule
For more information on Summer Sessions, visit:
www.wku.edu/summer





Got milk? Western will
By Je s s i c a Va nWi n k l e
Herald reporter
Western and the Student 
Government Association 
are trying to make students 
healthier.
Milk will be available on 
meal plans starting March 9, 
said Kayla Shelton, student 




the change during 
Tuesday’s SGA 
meeting.
J o h n a t h o n 
Boles, speaker 
of the senate, 
said students 
expressed con-
cern to him about milk not 
being an option on meal 
plans.
Boles said he told Shelton 
the students’ concerns, and she 
did something about it.
SGA wants students to 
come with their ideas and 
opinions, Boles said. Then 
SGA tries to help.
Shelton said she asked 
Roy Biggers, district man-
ager of ARAMARK food 
services, about putting milk 
on meal plans.
B i g g e r s 
then talked to 
Shelton about 
the issue, and 
he called her 
shortly after-
ward to tell 
her that he 
had arranged it, 
Shelton said.
Biggers could 
not be reached for comment.
She said students should 
be happy about this addition.
“Milk is a healthy alter-
native to soda or water,” 
Shelton said.
Fred Mildner, senior food 
services director, said he’s glad 
milk was added.
Western wanted to milk 
to be available on meal plans 
because it offers more vari-
ety, he said.
“It gives a healthy option 
to students and guests,” 
Mildner said.
Two percent milk is better 
than soda, he said.
It’s up to students to 
decide what they eat and 
drink, but they have a choice, 
Mildner said.
Western is looking into add-
ing more healthy options to 
meal plans, he said.
Western already has some 
healthy options, such as Subway, 
Milner said.
Reach Jessica VanWinkle 
at news@wkuherald.com.
Milk will be available 
on meal plans start-





SGA meeting cut short 
by early adjournment
By Je s s i c a Va nWi n k l e
Herald reporter
There were unfinished items 




Kendrick Bryan, legislative 
research committee chairman, 
motioned to adjourn Tuesday’s 
meeting before SGA could 
finish its weekly business, 
and the majority of the senate 
voted to adjourn.
SGA called a rare special 
meeting to focus on unfin-
ished business. The sen-
ate will meet at 5:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Boles said.
SGA will still meet March 
6, he said.
Bryan said all the bills were 
up for first read, and senators 
can review those bills on their 
own time.
There was no new business 
he knew of besides those bills, 
Bryan said.
These bills were up for first 
reads and they’ll be up for 
second reads Thursday, said 
Johnathon Boles, speaker of 
the senate.
Boles said he was disappoint-
ed the meeting was adjourned, 
but SGA will make up for it at 
Thursday’s meeting.
“We have to remember the 
purpose of SGA, regardless 
of whether the meeting ended 
early,” Boles said.
Boles said he has addressed 
Bryan and a few other senators 
about the incident.
The senate will decide 
whether or not to pass the 
election codes on Thursday, 
Boles said.
SGA has to approve the 
codes before elections, he said.
One of the changes to 
the codes is that candidates 
can’t campaign through mass 
e-mails, President Jeanne 
Johnson said.
Applications for SGA are 
due March 21, Boles said dur-
ing Tuesday’s meeting.
Executive Vice President 
Amanda Allen said it was 
unfortunate that the meeting 
adjourned early.
“There wasn’t really any-
thing we could do about it, 
though,” Allen said. “Once the 
motion is on the floor, we have 
to vote on it.”
Executive council members 
said at the Feb. 20 SGA meeting 
that senators needed to partici-
pate more. 
In other business
Skylar Jordan, Student 
Government Association direc-
tor of academic and student 
affairs, told senators that SGA 
will have another rally for plus/
minus grading. 
Plans for the next rally will 
be discussed later, Jordan said.
Reach Jessica VanWinkle
at news@wkuherald.com.
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For more info: www.gameathon.org
• Saturday, March 3





• Play the hottest video games
for fun and prizes!
• Play Nintendo Wii, Sony PS3,
and XBOX 360 at the Expo.
• ARMY Apache helicopter landing on the   
south lawn at 10am—on site till 12 noon
• Play the ARMY’s new Engagement




• Radio Remote &
FREE Pizza from 103.7
• Register online 




600 31W Bypass              Fairview Plaza
Come Join Us
March 1, 2007 for
FREE Tan Day!
All visits to All beds are FREE!
With Hourly specials on packages and lotion!
  From 7am-10pm
The Sun’s Only Competition
All of our employees 
are Certified Tanning 
Consultants
Open 7 Days a Week
5 Levels of TanningUVA Bronzing Beds
UV Free
Spray Tanning
10, 12, 15 or 20 Minute 
Tanning
1801 31 W Bypass1651 Campbell Lane 100 Cherry Farm Lane (Scottsville Rd. at I-65)
Eeny. Meeny. Miny. Moe.
810 Happy Valley Road (Glasgow)
C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  f r o n t  p a g e
I found myself to be surprisingly 
energized by the end it, in spite of 
it being a very long walk and that 
I was nearly out of breath. 
Total distance walked — 
3.8 miles.
Day Two
I won’t lie — my second 
day didn’t prove to be any more 
ordinary than the first. I did 
manage to catch a ride with 
friends everywhere I went, 
severely cutting down on my 
walking. 
I found myself to be more 
sluggish, even tired, unlike the 
high energy I had felt from 
the first day. I also felt stiff 
and caught myself dozing off 
between breaks. 
Total distance walked — 
0.25 miles.
Day Three 
I walked up the Hill to 
the Herald office in Garrett 
Center, continued routines from 
previous days and drove only to 
run some errands. 
I noted no special 
differences in my energy than 
I usually would on normal 
days. However, I did feel more 
energetic in comparison to the 
previous day and didn’t need 
an afternoon nap.  
Total distance walked — 
1.8 miles. 
Although this experiment 
was just for fun, I drew 
from it some very real 
conclusions. Walking gives 
a person a lot more energy 
than it expends.
 I burned 261 and 126 calories 
from walking on the first and 
third days, respectively, and 
only burned 17 calories on the 
second. 
An average person 
typically burns 156 calories 
in 40 minutes of walking 
each working day, adding up 
to 780 calories per week. It 
takes burning 3,500 calories 
to lose one pound, said Laura 
Hall, Preston Center exercise 
coordinator.  
Walking on an uphill 
incline would increase the 
calories burned at Western, 
Hall said.
“Walking on an incline 
is very good exercise,” 
Hall said. “Your heart rate 
is increased, and you lose 
more calories than you would 
walking on flat land. It’s 
just a great idea to maintain 
health and vitality.”
So, when it comes to the Hill, 
people should just suck it up 
and do it, Glasgow sophomore 
Mary Grace Brooks said.
“Walking is a lot easier than 
driving around to find parking,” 
Brooks said. “It just makes 
more sense. Plus, you can’t beat 
the exercise.”









By Su S i e La u n 
Herald reporter
More trenching is tentative-
ly scheduled for the end of the 
semester, but it could save stu-
dents from being left in the dark.
Trenching along Normal 
Drive from Regents Avenue and 
around Grise Hall will be part of 
a project to increase electricity 
capacity, Senior Project Manager 
Ben Johnson said.
Some of Western’s electric-
ity is running on old equipment, 
which could cause problems such 
as power outages, he said.
The upgrade includes 
increasing the voltage to 14,600 
volts, which will give Western 
more power, Johnson said.
The new system will last 50 
to 70 years, Johnson said. 
Doug Ault, director of plan-
ning, design and construction 
said the new system will offer 
better stability.
The current phase costs about 
$1.9 million, but it will cost 
about $20 million to complete 
the rest of campus, Ault said.
Western is requesting $20 
million from the state to com-
plete the upgrade, Ault said.
The trench will be about five 
feet wide and five feet deep, 
Johnson said.
Most of the trenching will be 
on the grassy areas on Normal 
Drive, Johnson said. Trenching 
in places such as Mass Media and 
Technology Hall could extend 
into the street, disrupting traffic.
Western and the city dis-
cussed the problem, Ault said. It 
could impact the entrance to the 
Mimosa lot, but there’s an alley 
entrance, so parking problems 
should be minimal.
Work should be complete before 
next semester, Johnson said.
There will be unfinished 
above-ground work, but the 
construction phase will be fin-
ished by December, Ault said.
Some students don’t think the 
construction will affect them.
“It won’t affect me person-
ally, but I’m tired of seeing 
construction every time I walk 
out the door,” Frankfort junior 
Shane Slattery said.
Louisville freshman Bethany 
Dobson said she walks that way, 
but the trenching won’t bother 
her because she’ll walk up the 
Hill another way.
Reach Susie Laun 
at news@wkuherald.com.
Electrical work will 
cause more trenching
Jake Stevens/Herald
Scottsville resident John Carter places the familiar orange fencing back into place in front 
of Schneider Hall. Carter, who works for Scott and Ritter Inc., said there’s a lot of work 
being done on campus, but the stadium is the most important.  
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March 14 2007 - 7:30 p.m.
Van Meter Auditorium
Co-Sponsored by Campus Activities Board
2006-2007 Cultural Enhancement Series










20% OFF All Waxing 
Services with your WKU ID
of Bowling Green, Inc.
SPRING BREAK!
846-3722 1247 Magnolia
 StreetBack - $45 * Arms - $45
Bikini - $35 * Lip - $8
Chest - $45 * Brow - $8
Underarm - $20 * Legs - $60
Brazilian - $45
BMW makes return to Western
Campus life
C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  f r o n t  p a g e
Women in the Women’s 
Studies 400 class performed the 
monologues in the Mass Media 
and Technology Hall auditorium.
Audience members laughed 
as they listened to some of the 
shared experiences about sex, 
periods and moaning.
“We all do want to talk 
about our vaginas,” said 
Emily Gillespie, a junior 
from Roanoke, Va.
The issues discussed 
are things most women 
aren’t ready to talk about, 
she said.  
The monologues 
empower women, Gillespie said.
Lexington freshman Amanda 
Currier attended the monologues 
for the first time. Currier said the 
monologues weren’t what she 
expected, but she enjoyed them.
“It changed my point of 
view on what womanhood can 
be,” she said.
Franklin freshman Fallon 
Burress said her favorite monologue 
was “My Angry Vagina,” performed 
by Stephanie Youroukos, a senior 
from Harrisburg, Ill., because she 
thought it captured the female 
perspective well.
Burress said the performances 
didn’t make her want to talk 
about her vagina in public, but 
they did empower her.
Gillespie performed two of the 
monologues. She said the second 
was her favorite to perform, even 
though she was a little nervous.
Everyone was on top of their 




“It turned out better 




written by Eve Ensler, 
who conducted more 
than 200 interviews asking women 
about their vaginas, according to 
the Web site www.vday.org.
The theme of this year’s 
monologues is women in 
conflict zones to spotlight that 
war increases crimes against 
women and girls.
Proceeds went to Hope Harbor 





By St e p h a n i e Ke e n e
Herald reporter
Louisville sophomore Alford 
Beck wants to see a change on 
campus. He doesn’t want more 
construction. Beck wants the 
retention rate of black males to 
increase at Western. 
He wants black men at 
Western to get more involved 
and become leaders within the 
community.
Instead of sitting around and 
complaining, Beck decided to 
do something about it. Teaming 
up with Creston Lynch, the 
assistant director of the Office 
of Diversity Programs, they 
formed a plan to resurrect Black 
Men of Western, a program spe-
cifically designed to increase the 
retention rates of black males at 
Western and promote them to 
strive for excellence.
BMW was originally started 
in early 2000 by C.J. Woods, 
the former director of Diversity 
Programs, said Monica Burke, 
associate director of Diversity 
Programs.
The organization deactivated 
around 2004 because of lack of 
interest and the graduation of its 
members.
Now in 2007, BMW is back.
“It’s important for African-
American men to have a network-
ing system to further them socially 
and culturally,” Lynch said. 
With 20 new members, 
Beck said he hopes BMW will 
become a widely recognized 
name on campus.
“We want to raise GPAs, 
we want to stop fights at par-
ties,” Beck said. “Involvement 
in BMW can shape the black 
males at Western to be positive 
role models — to want to better 
themselves.”
San Antonio freshman Joseph 
Millhouse, vice president of 
BMW, said he believes BMW 
will succeed this time because 
of Beck’s determination.
“He will go to the end of the 
world to make this program suc-
ceed,” Millhouse said. “He sees a 
need for a positive change in a lot 
of the black males at Western.”
Lynch said he feels the orga-
nization’s success is necessary 
for the success of black men on 
campus. BMW is an opportuni-
ty to provide a level of support 
for the students, he said.
Reginald Lane, a junior from 
Bradenton, Fla., said he thinks 
the program won’t fade away.
“There’s no guarantee it will 
always be around. Hopefully it 
will be,” Lane said. “But as 
long as we keep implementing 
success as a key focus, there 
will always be someone to 
follow.
“It took someone else to 
bring BMW back up, and if 
there is ever a time it fails again 
there will be another positive 
black male to bring it back out 
again.”
Reach Stephanie Keene 
at features@wkuherald.com.
Organization 
strives to better 
black males
Jordan Pendley/Herald
Warren East Middle School student Janos Briscoe, right, challenged Louisville sophomore 
Alford Beck to a wrestling match on Saturday. Beck’s organization, Black Men of Western, 
started a semester-long program to show minority middle school students the benefits of 
college.  “It’s good for the guys because they get to meet the kids and know their names,” 
Beck said. “It’s like having a little brother or sister.”
Go online for 
a photo gallery
wkuherald.com
C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  f r o n t  p a g e
by governmental immunity 
in this case because it wasn’t 
an essential function of the 
university to provide housing to 
students.
The Autry estate also has a 
suit against Western filed with 
the Board of Claims, Crocker 
said. That suit is on hold until 
the Supreme Court rules on the 
issue.
“It really is a preventative 
measure,” Crocker said. “I think 
you either get one or the other.”
He doesn’t consider the 
Board of Claims proper for the 
case because of the limit in 
awards, Crocker said. 
The limit to the amount 
plaintiffs can recoup has 
increased to $200,000 during the 
past 10 years, but that doesn’t 
allow them a trial by jury or 
awards for pain and suffering, 
he said.
“When you’re talking about 
a serious injury, it’s not a lot of 
money,” Crocker said.
Wilkins said the state only 
pays the deductible after the 
person’s insurance is filed when 
an award is made in the Board 
of Claims.
The limits were established 
because money is paid out 
of the state treasury, and that 
money belongs to the citizens of 
Kentucky, she said.
“It is so hard to put a monetary 
amount on pain and suffering,” 
Wilkins said.
Despite immunity, more suits 
are being filed by parents who 
believe that a university should 
take a parental role, Wilkins 
said.
“Historically, universities 
don’t stand in the shoes of the 
students’ parents,” Wilkins 
said.
She said the Autry case is 
an example of this trend in 
litigation.
Crocker said he didn’t 
agree.
He said parents have 
a right to expect that some 
safety procedures exist and are 
followed.
Crocker said the Autry case 
is about Western failing to 
follow the safety procedures 
that were set up for dorms.
Western receives 20 to 30 
claims a year, and they’re 
usually minor, Wilkins said. 
Most claims are from property 
damage.
She said the majority of 
claims are settled before they 
get to litigation.
“If I think we’ve done 
something wrong, we’re gonna 
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Quick+Care Clinic
re: “NOW OPEN Ad”










You don’t have time to be sick!  Get well quick at QuickCare Clinic!  Staffed by
Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioners, QuickCare Clinic offers exceptional
care for your everyday minor injury or illness.
We're Convenient... QuickCare Clinic is easy to find, with convenient hours and
parking located close to the door.
We’re Quick...Most visits take less than 20 minutes and no appointment is necessary.
We’re Affordable... QuickCare Clinic has low fees with cash, check, credit card and
most insurance accepted.




2710 Nashville Rd., Suite 102
MON – FRI: 7:30 am – 7 pm
Phone:  (270) 781-6164
A SUBSID IARY OF COMMONWEALTH HEALTH CORPORAT ION
YWS
Every tale has a twist; every life has a passion. What’s your story?
Meiners broadcasts his 
inherited obsession
By He a t H e r ry a n
Herald reporter
Louisville junior Max 
Meiners is no stranger to 
obscure facts about music. His 
father, Terry Meiners, a former 
disc jockey, quizzed his son on 
music since he was practically 
in diapers.
Terry Meiners would ask 
his son questions such as what 
labels bands were on and what 
albums bands had released. His 
father wanted to introduce the 
details behind the music to him, 
Meiners said.
This habit of his father’s is 
part of the reason Meiners does 
what he does today, he said.
Meiners hosts his own raido 
show called “Club Sandwich” 
with his friend, Georgetown 
freshman Laura Haggard, on 
Revolution 91.7.  The show, 
which is on every Saturday from 
10 p.m. to midnight, is centered 
around Meiners’ favorite genre 
of music — 1980s dance.
“Sometimes he’ll just get up 
during the show and start danc-
ing randomly,” Haggard said.
The purpose of the show is to 
play music that rarely got played 
or wasn’t played at all when it 
came out, Meiners said,
Meiners doesn’t just indulge 
in music of the past during his 
show. He collects old records 
from many different bands, 
well-known and obscure.
“There’s something romantic 
about putting on a 45 and hear-
ing the needle on that groove,” 
he said. “I want that experience 
for anybody.”
Meiners’ friend and co-work-
er, Owensboro junior David 
Bertram, said it’s impressive 
for someone of Meiners’ age to 
have so many boxes of records.
“He’s just a music guru,” 
Bertram said.
Meiners said he has col-
lected more than 500 albums. 
There is one band, however, 
you will not find in his collec-
tion — Radiohead.
“Thom Yorke’s voice grates 
my soul,” Meiners said.
Haggard said that it’s com-
mon for her and Meiners to 
make fun of bands they feel 
are overrated. Radiohead tops 
their list.
Music isn’t Meiners’ top pri-
ority, however. He said having 
friendships is his favorite thing 
about life.
“You can collect as many 
records as you want,” he said. 
“But if there is no one to listen 
to them with me, that’s the 
thing.”
Bertram and Haggard agree 
that Meiners is a special friend.
“He’s one of those you know 
you’re going to keep for the rest 
of your life,” Bertram said.
Haggard said Meiners was 
always there for her, even before 
they were close. She said he is 
one of the most genuine people 
she has ever met.
Of the many things he enjoys 
— music, “Seinfeld” reruns and 
the 1980s band SSQ — Meiners 
said the people he interacts with 
are most important.





What are your favorite 
bands? Yazoo, Stacey Q 
and SSQ.
What things do you hate 
the most? Ignorance and 
laziness.
What is your favorite TV 
show? “Seinfeld.” “The 
Simpsons” is my second 
favorite.
News briefst
Program will display 
science research
Western’s Center for 
Research and Development 
will showcase student research 
from 4 to 6 p.m. today.
The event is called 
“Technology in Action Expo,” 
and research from 14 scientif-
ic- and service-oriented cen-
ters from Western’s applied 
research and technology pro-
gram will be displayed. 
Some research subjects that 
will be shown are coal combus-
tion and clean coal technolo-
gies, homeland security, water 
and air quality in China and a 
robotic telescope network. 
The program engaged 340 
undergraduate and 61 graduate 
students in hands-on applied 
research and te hnology proj-
ects in 2005 an  2006.
The program is located 
on Nashville Road. For more 
information, contact Blaine 
Ferrell or Shivendra Sahi at 
(270) 745-4448.
— Nina Bosken
Nursing program to be 
evaluated
The Commission on 
Collegiate Nursing Education 
will evaluate Western’s nurs-
ing program on April 16 to 
18.
The program’s bachelor’s 
and master’s nursing degree 
programs will be evaluated 
for accreditation. 
Western’s nursing depart-
ment is already accredited by 
CCNE, but it must get re-
accredited every five years. 
CCNE looks at various 
factors, such as faculty quali-
fications, department head 
qualifications, academic sup-
port, curriculum and the stu-
dent qualifications, Nursing 
Professor Deborah Williams 
said.
Third-party comments are 
welcome. Written and signed 
third-party comments regard-
ing Western’s nursing pro-
grams and regarding current 
nursing students or graduates 
will be accepted until March 
16. 
Comments can be sent 
to Accreditation Assistant 
Sarah Jameson. Her address 
is Commission on Collegiate 
Nursing Education, One 
Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 






go online for articles that didn’t appear in today’s paper
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Find out how thousands of people 
save lives & earn extra cash by 
donating plasma.  Plasma is used to 
manufacture unique medicines for 
people with serious illnesses.
“I don’t think people realize, for two hours 
a week, they can give someone a chance at 
life.  That’s priceless!”
www.dciplasma.com
Earn up to $170/ MonthShort on Cash?Donate Plasma!
It’s like having a part-time job without a boss
Bowling Green Biologicals
410 Old Morgantown Rd.
793-0425




ad for $5 
extra on your 
2nd and 4th 
Donations
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Α∆Π
2007 Crush Dance
Congratulations Guys!  Please join 
us this Saturday, March 3 
for our annual Crush Dance!
This dance will be semi-formal. 
Don’t forget to bring your ID.  








































































































































































































Ghost rider (R) 
1:00 PM, 1:50, 3:50, 4:20,
 7:10, 7:50, 9:50, 10:10
The messengers (pg-13) 
10:00
Music and lyrics (PG-13) 
1:30, 3:40,  7:10, 9:40
Because I said so (PG-13) 
12:30, 3:00, 6:50, 9:20
number 23 (r) 
1:10, 3:30, 7:00, 9:30
 Wild Hogs (PG-13) 
12:50, 1:20, 3:10, 4:00, 6:40, 
7:20, 9:00, 10:10
Night At
 The Museum (PG) 
12:40, 3:20, 8:30
Zodiac (R) 
12:30, 1:40, 4:10, 5:00, 7:30, 9:10 
N0RBIT (pg-13)
2:00, 4:40, 7:30, 10:00
bridge to 
terabithia (PG) 






Letters from iwo jima (r)
1:30, 4:50, 8:00
Black Snake moan (r)
1:50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:00
Last of scotland (r)
1:10, 3:50, 7:10, 9:50
RENO 911: Miami (R) 
2:00, 4:30, 7:20, 9:50
BREACH (PG-13)



























1:00, 4:00, 7:20, 10:00 
Amazing grace (pg)




No decision made on sign issue
Greek life
By Ch r i s t i n a al l e n
Herald reporter
All signs point to indecision.
The Alpha Gamma Rho 
Fraternity Alumni Association 
can’t come to a unanimous 
decision about the fate of their 
yard sign.
Tuesday night, the AGR 
alumni association held a 
board meeting to discuss busi-
ness matters. 
They discussed whether to 
remove the sign displaying 
the fraternity name from the 
front yard of the former fra-
ternity house Tuesday night, 
but they came to no definite 
decision, said Jenks Britt, 
AGR alumnus and associate 
agriculture professor.
Brad Roberts, an owner of 
the house, previously told the 
Herald that the meeting would 
take place Wednesday. 
Western and the fraternity’s 
national office suspended the 
AGRs after police found a goat 
in a small basement storage 
room of the fraternity house in 
February 2006. 
The goat was intended as part 
of a practical joke in which new 
members were led to believe 
they had to have sex with it 
as part of their initiation, the 
Herald previously reported.
Western suspended the fra-
ternity for three years, and the 
national office has suspended 
the chapter indefinitely.
AGR Executive Director 
Philip Josephson said the fra-






tion has no 





is owned by the AGR alumni 
corporation,” he said. “They’re 
still AGRs, and they’ve done 
nothing wrong.”
Britt said the alumni are 
under no obligation to remove 
the sign because Western 
released a statement saying 
the organiza-








“ W e ’ v e 
chosen to 
honor the 




“The house is owned 
by the AGR alumni 
corporation. They’re 
still AGRs, and they’ve 
done nothing wrong.”
— Philip Josephson
 AGR Executive Director
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Pick up a Spring application 
for a position on the Student 
Government Association.
Spring Elections will be 
held on April 3 & 4
Have Questions?
Call MAIN OFFICE 745-4354
My name is Joey, and I’m a 
cell phone-aholic. 
It’s a hard thing for me to 
admit. Until recently I could say 
that I had never been addicted 
to anything. The only support 
group I needed met weekly at 
Puerto’s for margaritas. 
Usually, I’m predictably 
capricious. I find something I 
love (a song, a drink, a brand of 
cologne, etc.) and over-indulge 
in it until I hate it. 
But, after losing it recently, I 
realized I’m completely depen-
dent upon my phone. 
Soon after discovering my 
phone was missing came the 
symptoms of withdrawal. I 
became irritable, had delusions 
of grandeur and a feeling of 
impending doom.
How would I survive with-
out it? I only had a few num-
bers memorized, so borrowing 
a phone would rarely help. And 
what about all the times when I 
was driving alone or on my way 
to class? What if an emergency 
popped up or I saw a crime hap-
pen? I wondered if pay phones 
still existed.
I immediately began schem-
ing ways to get a new phone 
and get it cheap. But, having no 
phone, I obviously couldn’t call 
my “cell guy.”
My cravings intensified.
It was difficult to adjust to 
life without my phone in the 
following days. Out of habit, 
I reached in my bag to call a 
friend to make lunch plans.
I reached for it to do a quick 
calculation. I reached for it to set 
my alarm for a cat nap. I reached 
for it to pretend I was preoccu-
pied when walking past a person 
I didn’t want to talk to. 
Each time I was overcome 
with disappointment and frus-
tration. I yearned for it more 
every day.
I felt like Inspector Gadget 
would if he entered rehab and 
was castrated of all his handy 
accouterments. 
My phone served as my 
watch and my calendar of 
events. It was my lifeline when 
I needed directions or needed to 
clarify mumbled song lyrics on 
a moment’s notice.
I was without my handy 
camera to inconspicuously 
take pictures of the oddities of 
human nature or people climb-
ing awkwardly back to their feet 
after a fall.
I felt completely unarmed, 
vulnerable and deprived. 
 It was my crutch.
What if something came up 
and a friend needed a favor? 
Or work called to ask me to 
pick up a shift? Or the police 
called me in for questioning for 
some bizarre reason? The fact 
was, I was completely adrift and 
unreachable by family, friends 
and everyone else. Then, a rev-
elation came — I was free.
I think they call this the 
recovery phase.
Not knowing where my cell 
was, I no longer felt compelled to 
check it every five minutes to see 
if I had received a text message 
reply from my secret admiree. 
This also meant that I could no 
longer obsess when I hadn’t. 
Being phone-free meant I 
didn’t have to question my pop-
ularity when I hadn’t reached 
my quota of received calls by 
lunch. I simply assumed that I 
had missed thousands of calls 
and people were wondering 
what scandalous occurrence had 
prompted me to rehabilitate.
But as addictions go, I still 
yearned for it all the live-long 
day.
My mother, an unwitting 
enabler, eventually sent me a 
replacement phone and I slid 
euphorically back into my old 
habits despite the negative side 
effects.
The cycle of dependency 
continues, this time without the 
denial. I’m a functional cell 
phone-aholic among thousands 
of others just like me. 
But we can all rest assured 
that help is only a phone call 
away.
 
Joey Leslie is a senior news/
editorial journalism major 
from Pikeville and a features 
reporter for the Herald. He 
can be reached at features@
wkuherald.com.
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$1 Off Touchless Car 
Wash w/ 8 gallon gas
purchase
expires 3/08/07





Have Breakfast on us!
   2 FREE Donuts 
of Choice & Coffee
Giveaways THROUGH OUT THE DAY!
FREE COFFEE!FREE SAMPLES!GOODIE BAGS!
Store Hours
M-F 6AM - 5PM





  2505 Russellville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101
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1840 Westen Ave.     Suite B
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Child care issues 
mature in resolution
By Je n n i f e r Do o p e r
Herald reporter
The University Senate wants 
to expand its student base — for 
toddlers.
Western is a growing univer-
sity, and with this growth comes 
a need for more child care, said 
John All, vice chairman of the 
University Senate.
The senate passed a resolution 
on Feb.15 urging administration 
to expand child care services.
The resolution represents one 
of the steps Western is taking 
toward making child care options 
more available to employees and 
students in the face of an increas-
ingly young population.
Short-term child care goals 
include increasing funding for cur-
rent child care services at the facil-
ity in Jones-Jaggers Hall, the reso-
lution states. The long-term objec-
tive is to secure a quality child care 
facility on or near campus.
“As we grow, this is part of 
growing pains,” All said.
Many parents are put on a wait-
ing list before their children can be 
accepted, said Colleen Mendel, 
executive director of Training and 
Technical Assistance Services.
“There is a huge need for high 
quality child care, especially for 
infants and toddlers,” she said.
The child care center gives 
priority to children in Head Start 
and Early Head Start, she said.
Head Start is a federally 
funded program for 3-to-5-year-
old children of low-income 
families. There’s enough money 
between the Jones-Jaggers and 
Bryant Way facilities to care for 
75 children for five hours each 
weekday, Mendel said.
The Early Head Start program 
serves children from 6 weeks to 
2 years old. There are currently 
15 Early Head Start slots avail-
able at Western, Mendel said.
Additional spaces are offered 
to children whose parents can pay 
for daycare services, she said.
“If we just had more space, 
we could serve more children,” 
Mendel said.
The number of traditional and 
nontraditional students who are 
parents is growing, and quality 
child care is difficult to find within 
a reasonable radius of Western, 
according to the resolution.
The cost of child care increas-
es annually, so a greater strain is 
placed on students who are par-
ents, the resolution stated.
Michelle Hollis, chairwoman 
of the senate, knows what it’s like 
to need child care during school.
Hollis, who teaches math 
at Bowling Green Community 
College, brought her daughter 
to class with her when she was 
a graduate assistant.
“I could not afford to be out 
for three weeks,” she said.
That was nine years ago. 
Hollis said she doesn’t have a 
problem when students bring 
their children to class.
“I’d rather the students be 
there with their child than miss 
class,” she said.
Assistant Economics 
Professor Claudia Strow said she 
and her husband, Brian Strow, 
who is also an assistant eco-
nomics professor, would look 
into using an on-campus facility, 
depending on how it compared 
to current arrangements.
The Strows employ a babysit-
ter and people from their church to 
help care for their three children.
 
Reach Jennifer Dooper 
at news@wkuherald.com.
Shannon L. Zirkle/Herald
Three-year-olds Natalie Duncan, left, and Anaijan Meadows, both of Bowling Green, play in their 
preschool class on Wednesday at Western’s child care center in Jones-Jaggers Hall.
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to see upcoming bands
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Sandcastle Ocean resorts 
feature indoor and outdoor
swimming pools, lazy river, hot tubs,
poolside cabana bar, and much more.
And, its NEAR EVERYTHING!








Jeff Rogers, father of junior guard Ty Rogers, waves his red towel to cheer on the 
Hilltoppers during their last home game of the season on Saturday at Diddle Arena against 
Florida International.
u The women’s lacrosse 
club (1-5) dropped two home 
matches on Saturday against 
regional foes. In the early 
match, Western fell to Taylor 
University 4-2. 
In the late match, Western 
was no contest to Kentucky as 
it was throttled 17-1. 
Junior Jess Cole and soph-
omores Lauren Beaty and 
Carry Allen scored the only 
three goals of the day for the 
Lady Toppers.
“We did the best we could 
against the tough competition,” 
senior Sarah Czyz said. “I’m 
extremely happy about how 
our team is coming along.”
u The men’s rugby team 
(4-5) finished its regular sea-
son home matrix schedule with 
a 12-3 loss to Vanderbilt on 
Saturday. 
Senior Beau Spencer said 
the cold, rainy weather played 
a significant role in the out-
come of the game. 
u The men’s lacrosse club 
(1-3) split its doubleheader in 
Louisville on Saturday. 
Louisville defeated Western 
9-7 in the first match of the 
day at the SGA Parkway Field 
Complex. 
“The goals were really 
widespread around the team,” 
sophomore Nick Johnson said. 
The men recovered with a 
14-11 win over Marshall in 
game two. 
Junior Adam Hollmeyer led 
the scoring against Marshall 
with five goals. 
u The Preston Center was 
home to the first semester 
event of the Dodgeball Club  
this weekend. 
Sixty members participated 
in the intrasquad scrimmage 
on Saturday. Another scrim-
mage will be held on Sunday 
in the Preston Center.
“Rule #73” and “Pike 
Garnet” finished the day with 
an unblemished 4-0 record. 
Five other teams competed 
on Saturday, including 3-
1 “S.C.K.” and 2-2 “Pike 
Gold.” 
Upcoming events
u Women’s lacrosse 
vs. Centre College — 11 
a.m. March 4 at the Preston 
Intramural Complex.
— Ryne Dunkelberger
Get the latest SBC tournament 
updates all weekend. www.wkuherald.com
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payroll and database record-
keeping.  
“We’ve been blessed with 
good jobs where we can 
schedule vacations almost 
anytime that we want it,” 
Jeff said. “And we’ve been 
blessed with jobs that make it 
financially possible for us to 
see so many of his games.”
Since Ty was in middle 
school, both Jeff and Pam have 
made it a point to attend as 
many of their son’s basketball 
games as possible. 
Jeff said Ty began playing 
basketball for Lyon County 
High School when he was in 
the seventh grade. 
Whether it was high school 
games or AAU basketball, Jeff 
said he just didn’t want to miss 
a game.
“It didn’t matter where they 
went; if it was Las Vegas, 
it was Las Vegas, if it was 
Fort Wayne, Ind., it was 
Fort Wayne, Ind.,” he said. 
“It’s something that I always 
thought was important — to 
follow him and support him, 
whatever he was doing.”
Ty is in his third season at 
Western, where he has career-
high averages of 9.2 points and 
1.8 rebounds per game. 
Amid the thousands of 
fans that fill Diddle Arena, Ty 
is always able to find a few 
familiar faces. 
Jeff said that before Ty 
steps on the floor, he looks up 
and makes eye contact with 
his father and stepmother, then 
looks the other direction to 
find his mother, who sits where 
many other team parents sit, 
across the court from the team 
bench. 
 “It’s just a wonderful 
feeling to know that you have 
support from your family, not 
only at home games but at 
most away games as well,” Ty 
said. “I thank God for blessing 
me with a family like that.”
According to Pam and Jeff, 
the travel is about more than 
watching Ty play basketball.
“We like to let him know that 
we are there for him, no matter 
what he’s doing,” Pam said. 
“He has a great support system, 
between his mother, his father 
and I, and even his grandmother 
and cousins, who make it to a 
lot of the home games.”
Jeff said there is no way 
to replace time spent with his 
family. 
“The way I look at it is, any 
game I possibly miss is a game 
I’m never going to get back,” 
Jeff said. “When you look at 
it like that, you need to take 
advantage of the opportunities 
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people that when she decides to 
do something, they only know 
one way, and that is all-out,” 
Sanderford said. “I think her 
ability to attract good players 
to Western and get them to play 
hard helps as well. Her teams 
reflect Mary. They are very 
competitive, they get after you 
and play hard.” 
Cowles, who played under 
Sanderford from 1988 to 1991, 
said she has taken a number of 
things away from being around 
him. 
“Not to make it sound 
like a cliché,” she said, “but I 
would really say that hard work 
and a passion for what I do is 
something I came to Western 
with, and it was something 
that (Sanderford) just really 
continued to hit home with. He 
did it not necessarily by talking 
about it, he did it by example.”
The players Cowles has 
been able to bring to the Hill 
have been instrumental in the 
team’s success.
Former Lady Topper Tiffany 
Porter-Talbert was named 
Sun Belt player of the year in 
2004, the same season that 
junior forward Crystal Kelly 
was tabbed with conference 
freshman of the year honors. 
Kelly said the Lady Toppers’ 
overall scheme has not changed 
very much in Cowles’ tenure.
“Every year you put in a 
few new things,” she said. 
“But the main thing is to worry 
about ourselves. We adjust little 
things to prepare for different 
opponents, but you just focus on 
you and keep things the same.”
Cowles’ teams have also 
featured five all-Sun Belt 
performers, and four conference 
all-tournament team selections.
She has earned the Sun Belt 
coach of the year award twice 
in her career at Western, in 
2003 and 2006.
In the future, Cowles said 
her goal is to accomplish 
something both Summitt and 
Auriemma have done with their 
teams numerous times: help the 
Lady Toppers hoist an NCAA 
championship trophy.
Reach David Harten 
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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•••••••••••••••••••
Cabell Gardens Fall 2007 
Executive apartments, one 
block from WKU, 3 bdrm., 
$250 each, parking, W/D, all 
appliances. 1504 Park St. 
270-781-9182
•••••••••••••••••••
1328 Adams St., very nice, 2 
bedroom apt., $375/mo., no 
pets, lease and deposit 
required. Call 846-2397
•••••••••••••••••••
1, 2 & 3 Bdrms. New 21 
Station Fitness Center and 
Business Center! Adjacent to 
WKU Shuttle! Call 842-4063 
cameronpark@bellsouth.net
•••••••••••••••••••
Need someone to take over my 
lease immediately at Western 




The College Heights Herald screens 
ads for misleading or false claims but 
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. 
Please use caution when
 answering ads, especially when 




seeking WKU student 
year-round in law office. Send 
resume and transcript to Att. 
Office Manager, 607 E. 10th 
Ave., BG, KY 42101
•••••••••••••••••••
Mid-South Paint and Design 
are looking for a hardworking 
person for deliveries, sales and 
greeting public. 20 to 30 hrs. 
Weekdays, Mon - Fri, 
Saturdays 8-12, no nights. 
Qualifications include 
friendliness, dependable, paint 
knowledge and self starter. Call 
Kirk at 843-0194 or come by 
107 Emmett Ave.
•••••••••••••••••••
Store clerk/cashier at 
Hilltopper BP. 20 to 25 hours a 
week. Nights and Weekends. 
C-Store experience preferred, 
but not required. Starting pay 
$ 7.00/hr. with experience. 
Please apply in person at 
1615 31 W-Bypass.
•••••••••••••••••••
Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Fair Housing Act of 1968 which makes 
it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, 
handicapped status, families with children, or any intention to make such a preference, limitation or discrimination.” 
This newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers 
are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available on an equal opportunity basis. Please 
notify the Fair Housing Council at 502-583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you feel there has been a violation.
For Rent For Rent Help Wanted
4 Bedroom
 2 Bath House








Guys and girls haircuts $5.00. 
Barber College of South 
Central Kentucky. 782-3261
•••••••••••••••••••
Big Moving/Garage Sale. 
Inside if rains. Friday 
7am - noon, Saturday 
7am - Sold Out. 1133 Chestnut 
St. Apt.5. Modern and 
Retro-Modern Furniture. 






1 BR $519; 2 BR $579
3 Minutes to Campus!
New Hardwood! Sparkling 
Pool! Now Pre-Leasing for 




 3 and 4 Bedroom 
Duplexes. Two-car garage. 
$950-995 per mo. Location 
near water park. 782-1863
•••••••••••••••••••
Rent covers all utilities. 15 min 
from campus. Willing to pay 
first months rent. 
Contact 270-622-6099. 
Leave message if not available.
•••••••••••••••••••
1327 College St. Cabell Lot 
Apartment. Spacious Special! 
1 Bedroom. $375/mo. 791-2280.
•••••••••••••••••••
Part-time front desk 
position available!
Tuesday and Thursday









Used hotel furniture. Credenza 
$20. Nightstands & desks $15. 
Headboard $5. Available 
anytime Mon. through Sat. 
8 - 4:30 at the Fairfield Inn. 





Large Upstairs apartment.No 
yard. 1,800 Sq Ft, 
4 bedroom 2 baths. 
Large Kitchen living room 
combo. Located at 2048 
Russellville Rd. apt 2. For 
more information call:
Days   270-843-8722
Evenings   270-535-2886  
•••••••••••••••••••
Close to WKU. 1 Bedroom 
apartment. $325/mo. + deposit 
& some utilities. Call 796-7949
•••••••••••••••••••
AVON
*Work When You Want
*Be Your Own Boss
*No Inventory
Start Up Fee Only $10
You are guaranteed 50% 
earnings on your first 4 orders 
with a minimum order of $50.
Call Donna to start today
783-8754
A SUMMeR JOb AT 
KeNTUCKy 4-H CAMPS
Positions are available as Camp 
Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and 
instructors for swimming, canoeing, 
nature, recreation, rifle, archery, and 
high and low ropes. Internships are 
available. Watch for our job postings 
on Top Jobs website at Career 
Services. Deadline for application is 
March 9. For more information, visit 
our website at 
www.kentucky4h.org/camp.
•••••••••••••••••••




Tues. - Sat. 9:30a.m. - 6 p.m.
55$
Highlights
additional color for free
10% off with WKU ID on 
all other services!
Call for appointment
843-21887100 Russellville Rd  ·  781-2563
Monday- Friday: 8 am- 5 pm
10% off
collision repairs to all 
Western students & 
faculty
Free estimates





I  M  A  G  E  W  E  S  T
Drop-kick coffee      Blackbelt demos      Kung-fu fun
OPEN HOUSE
Creative Minds   Powerful Ideas
The Only Student-run Advertising and Public Relations Agency in the Nation











for the latest SBC tournament updates.
Softball
Toliver makes big impact on Little Sister
By Wi l l Pe r k i n s
Herald reporter
On a warm, sunny day at 
Denes Field, amidst the smell 
of hot dogs, several bobbing 
heads were synchronized with 
the beat of classic rock music.
Enjoyed, but occasionally 
overlooked, the playing of 
music during baseball games 
makes the sport somewhat 
unique.
As the sport has many natu-
ral breaks built into its struc-
ture, the playing of music fills 
the otherwise-silent sections.
“Instead of silence, it gives 
fans something to listen to so 
they don’t get bored and lose 
track of the game,” senior third 
baseman Scotty Colt said.
Having happy fans at the 
games is important and pro-
vides motivation to perform 
well, he said.
Music can also act as a sup-
plement to fan-created chants.  
Lexinton junior Stanley “Soul 
Train” Jefferson said music dur-
ing games gives him the motiva-
tion to pump up the crowd.
“It fires me up,” he said. “It 
gets me in the right mood for 
the game.”
Player-chosen clips of songs 
are played each time a Topper 
steps up to the plate. 
When senior designated 
hitter Casey Hamilton walks 
into the batter’s box, Big and 
Rich’s “Save a Horse (Ride a 
Cowboy)” can be heard through 
the loud speakers.
Hamilton said he likes the 
song but that he doesn’t think 
about it too much.
For others, it’s a part of their 
routine.
Colt said stepping up with 
Gary Allan’s “Right Where I 
Need to Be,” is a way for him 
to relax.
Associate Psychology 
Professor Steven Wininger said 
if the music is part of the play-
er’s routine, it can help him get 
into the proper mental state. 
He said his only concern 
was when players compete on 
the road. The lack of that part 
of their routine could take them 
out of their rhythm.
“A pre-batting routine is a 
good idea, but only if you have 
it every time,” Wininger said.
He said it depends on the 
individual and how the routine 
works for them.
“For some players, the music 
may be distracting,” Wininger 
said. “They may get nervous and 
wonder if people think the song 
(they chose) is cool or not.”
Colt said not having their 
songs played on the road doesn’t 
affect the team much. 
“I don’t think it bothers any-
one,” he said.
The Toppers (5-1) return to 
action with a four-game win-
streak 3 p.m. Friday for a home 
series against Purdue (1-2). 
Carter recognized by 
conference
Freshman Bart Carter (2-
0) was named the Sun Belt 
Conference’s Pitcher of the 
Week Tuesday. 
In his first career start, Carter 
shut out Xavier over six innings 
with seven strikeouts.
Freshman Matt Ridings (2-0) 
received the honor two weeks 
ago, giving Western the award 




Batters swing to a different beat
By An d r e W ro B i n s o n
Herald reporter
What started as fulfilling a 
community service requirement 
for a class has turned into some-
thing senior outfielder Renikka 
Toliver has always wanted to do.
Toliver takes two to four 
hours out of her week to mentor 
10-year-old Dedra Allen, a fifth-
grader at Dishman-McGinnis 
Elementary School. Toliver is a 
Big Sister for Allen through Big 
Brothers Big Sisters of South 
Central Kentucky.
Whether it is chatting while 
walking around the Greenwood 
Mall or grabbing a bite to eat, 
Toliver’s main focus is to make 
sure she is a positive role model 
for Allen.
“I started about a year ago by 
just going to school and talking 
to her about school and stuff,” 
Toliver said. 
Toliver said she took Allen 
to basketball games at Diddle 
Arena and expects her to come 
to softball games once the Lady 
Toppers start playing at home.
The Lady Toppers open 
March 6 against Austin Peay.
Toliver said she knew before 
she came to Western that she 
wanted to be a mentor. She 
didn’t want to mentor college 
kids because she said they’re 
already set in their ways.
“I felt like that was my moti-
vation, was just to impact one 
kid’s life,” Toliver said.
Toliver said she realizes that 
mentoring comes with pressure 
and that she is looked at as a 
role model by Allen.
“It makes me feel good to 
know that someone’s looking 
up at me thinking, ‘Wow, I 
want to be something like her,’” 
Toliver said.
Allen said she likes hang-
ing out with Toliver and she is 
someone she looks up to.
“It’s great,” Allen said.
Children mentored through 
the program are 52 percent less 
likely to skip school, 46 percent 
less likely to begin using illegal 
drugs and are more inclined to 
get along with their families 
and peers, according to the Big 
Brothers Big Sisters Web site.
Brian Becker, the pro-
gram director for Big Brother 
Big Sisters of South Central 
Kentucky, said about 60 to 70 
percent of the Big Brothers and 
Big Sisters have an affiliation 
with Western.
Becker said Toliver and 
Allen seem to have a great rela-
tionship.
“(Allen’s) parents always 
have something good to say 
about Renikka,” Becker said.
Head coach Rachel Lawson 
said a well-rounded person like 
Toliver is the type of player 
Lawson likes to recruit. 
“It’s important we get out in 
the community, we help other 
people and that there’s some-
thing much bigger than our 
sport,” Lawson said.
Lawson said she encourages 
her players to get out in the 
community and serve along the 
lines of the player’s interests.
“I just want to show (Allen) 
that I can balance everything 
and try to be positive,” Toliver 
said. “On the field, I try to work 
hard, and work as hard as the 
next person.”
Toliver is ranked second on 
the team with a .294 batting aver-
age and leads with five steals.
“I’m planning to be a Big 
Sister, Little Sister (with Allen) 
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Notable
•The Lady Toppers have lost four 
of their last five games to MTSU, the 
No. 1 seed in the Sun Belt Conference 
Tournament. The Blue Raiders defeat-
ed Western last year’s finals 84-73.
      Sports editor Jason Stamm:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Sarah Wright:
photo@wkuherald.com
Contact:
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Toppers must turn up heat to survive
By Ed Lu k i n s
Herald reporter
Las Vegas, Lincoln, Neb., and 
Denton, Texas, are all sites of 
Topper road games this season. 
Not one is within 700 miles 
of Bowling Green, a fact that 
carries no weight for Jeff 
Rogers, who takes it upon 
himself to make the trip from 
Calvert City to every Western 
contest, home or away. 
The only thing that matters 
to Rogers, 50, is that he make it 
to the game to support his son, 
junior guard Ty Rogers, and the 
rest of the Toppers; something 
he and his wife, Pam, have 
failed to do just 13 times during 
the last three seasons. 
“It’s important to support 
him and his team, because the 
team needs all the fans it can 
get,” Jeff Rogers said. “I love 
all those kids and I’m going to 
support every one of them.”
How the two are able to get 
there depends on the length of 
the trip.
“If it’s a 10-hour drive or 
under, we’re driving, but if its 
more than that we’ve flown,” 
he said. “But we’re going to be 
there. God willing, we’re going 
to be there.”
Jeff Rogers is a human 
resources manager for Air 
Products and Chemicals, a gen-
erator and distributor of indus-
trial gases in Calvert City near 
Kentucky Lake. 
Pam, Ty’s stepmother, also 
works at Air Products as an 
administrative assistant, handling 
By da v i d Ha r t E n
Herald reporter
Tennessee coach Pat 
Summitt never did it.
Neither did Connecticut 
coach Geno Auriemma.
In each of her first five sea-
sons at the helm of the Lady 
Toppers, coach Mary Taylor 
Cowles has won at least 20 
games.
Cowles has averaged 22 wins 
per season since taking over at 
Western in 2002, her first col-
lege head coaching position. She 
joined the Lady Topper staff as 
an assistant coach in 1995.
Cowles gives credit for the 
team’s success to the people 
and players around her.
“We’ve had talented players,” 
she said, “players who are will-
ing to commit and buy into the 
system. They are definitely the 
starting point. My staff has been 
very committed and very willing 
to work hard and compete.”
In the last five seasons, Western 
has won four Sun Belt Conference 
East Division titles, including 
the 2003 Sun Belt Tournament 
championship. Western has also 
earned three trips to the Women’s 
National Invitation Tournament 
and a berth in the 2003 NCAA 
Tournament.
In the history of the program, 
only coach Paul Sanderford has 
accomplished 20 wins in each of 
his first five seasons. Sanderford 
led the Lady Toppers to three 
Final Fours in his career and a 
national runner-up finish in 1992.
“I think Mary is one of those 
No distance is too long 
for dad to watch ball
Cowles in company with 
elite women’s coaches
No. 1 South Alabama
No. 2  Arkansas State
No. 3 WKU
No. 9 Middle Tenn.
No. 4 Louisiana-Monroe
No. 5 North Texas
No. 6 Florida Atlantic
No. 7 New Orleans
G1 - 12:30 p.m.
G2 - 3 p.m.
G4 - 9 p.m.
G3 - 6:30 p.m.
G5 - 6:30 p.m.
WKYU-TV












The 2007 Sun Belt Conference 
Tournament will mark the first 
time under coach Mary Taylor 
Cowles that the Lady Toppers 
will not go in with at least a share 
of the East Division crown.
With the inclusion of con-
ference newcomers Louisiana-
Monroe and Florida Atlantic, 
the tournament has moved to a 
modified format. Both Middle 
Tennessee State and Louisiana-
Lafayette received byes in the 
first round after winning their 
divisions. Western received a 
bye with the third-best league 
record, at 14-4.
The heavy favorite is Middle 
Tennessee, ranked No. 17 by 
both The Associated Press and 
ESPN/USA Today polls, which 
finished 18-0 in conference play.
Western has lost four of 
its last five games to MTSU, 
including an 84-73 loss in last 
season’s Sun Belt tournament 
championship game.
The Lady Toppers are 0-3 
this season against the top two 
seeds in the tournament, MTSU 
and Louisiana-Lafayette.
Western may be without the 
services of sophomore forward 
and All-Sun Belt performer 
Dominique Duck, who has 
missed the past three games 
with a leg injury. 
 — David Harten 
The Toppers march into the 
Sun Belt Conference Tournament 
on the heels of their third straight 
20-plus win season under coach 
Darrin Horn and with bitter 
memories of last season’s melt-
down against South Alabama in 
the championship game. 
The Jaguars in the East and 
Arkansas State in the West 
received first-round byes for 
winning their respective divi-
sions, while Western gets a 
pass to the second round for 
finishing with the best record 
for non-division winners. 
With a league mark of 12-6, 
the Toppers finished a game 
behind South Alabama, which, 
despite losing its final three 
games of the regular season, 
enters as the favorite to repeat 
as tournament champions.   
Florida Atlantic defeated 
Florida International, 91-88 
in overtime, last night for the 
right to play Western at 9 p.m. 
Sunday. The Owls split the sea-
son series with the Toppers, 
with both teams getting the vic-
tory on the road.
Western, however, has 
gone 0-2 this season against 
Arkansas-Little Rock and 
Arkansas State, who are both 
potential third round matchups 
for the Toppers. 
 
    — Ed Lukins 
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Teams travel to Lafayette, La., for Sun Belt Conference Tournament
Estimated time: 10 hours, 37 minutes
Distance: 707.4 miles
Directions: I-65 south to I-59, then to 
I-12 west and then I-10 west.
Source: AAA
Bowling Green to Lafayette, La.
